Newsletter No.11 - Summer 2021

Dear Members,
Dear Patrons,
Dear Volunteers and Sympathisers of the Mubaya Ecovillage in Zimbabwe,
In this newsletter we focus on the topic of food and nutrition. Those who cannot rely on always
having enough and good food available are stressed and they are in no position to make longterm investments, whose profits can only be reaped in a few years. Since our beginning in
2016, we have therefore been consistently committed to enabling the people in Mubaya to live
a self-determined and independent life in harmony with nature. This includes, first of all, the
production and processing of food that is close to nature and conserves resources for a healthy
and balanced diet. Workshops to learn how to preserve food or to grow and use medicinal
herbs are just some of our efforts to gradually establish permaculture in the village and its
surroundings. On the following pages you will learn about our current projects: how a guest
from Switzerland was welcomed in the eco-village, and how the residents are dealing with the
Covid crisis.
I would like to thank all those who volunteer their
time or money for our vision! Special thanks go
to Patrice Spira, who visited the Mubaya Ecovillage for three weeks and provided us with lots of
exciting information and entertaining anecdotes,
as well as numerous photos and videos. Many
thanks, Patrice! Once again I would like to thank
our dedicated translators: Maeva König (translation into French) and Eliane Stäubli (translation
into English). Many thanks! Perhaps you have
noticed that on our website, www.mubayaecovillagezimbabwe.org, there are many new photos
and content adjustments. Thank you very much,
dear Iva, for taking care of our website and bringing it up to scratch in terms of content. Finally,
Ursula Singenberger deserves special thanks for
her many years of service on the project Examination Commission.
I hope you enjoy reading our newsletter!
Muriel Beck Kadima
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Topicality

A Swiss guest in the ecovillage
Anyone who travels to Zimbabwe alone and for the first
time in these times of Corona must be quite adventurous. This is the case of Patrice Spira. This spring he
travelled from St. Gallen to Harare, and from there to the
Mubaya Eco-village. For three weeks, he supported
Mike and his team in the work that needed to be done
and took a look at the fruits of our commitment.
He received a friendly welcome and quickly got to know
the showcase farm and all the staff. He did have a certain culture shock, “but you just have to get used to it”,
he said with a smile. During his stay, he took numerous
photos that give an insight into country life. These include the preparation of the various meals and the
slaughtering of chickens. He also photographed the
showcase farm, all the employees, the diverse plant life,
and the construction site of the mill project.
freshly harvested peanuts

Patrice also visited several farms in the area during his stay and it was obvious to him that the
Demonstration Center stood out with its diversity of plants and its infrastructure. Patrice is not
afraid to address critical issues. He was extremely disturbed by the fact that there was sometimes rubbish lying around or carelessly thrown away. From Switzerland, he was also used to
a more consistent implementation and planning of projects and smaller undertakings. With a
laugh, he recounts how, as a federally certified master electrician and passionate craftsman,
he felt a shiver down his spine a few times, like when he noticed that some uncovered power
cables were running through the flowerbeds and workers were hacking away at them with
gardening tools.
At the same time, he was impressed
by the calmness of the people who
have to master many challenges in
their daily lives. Currently, there is a
tick plague that is killing cows. The cattle in the eco-village only survive
thanks to regular medication, which
Arthur, the foreman, administers to the
cows in the form of injections. And, of
course, there are always power cuts
that last for hours. Contrary to expectations, Patrice did not notice too much
of the Corona pandemic.
Dinner from our own garden with chicken from our own farm
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Because the inhabitants of the eco-village produce most of their own food, they
are not as affected by shortages or rising
food prices as people in the city. He ate
very varied and good food.
Thank you very much, dear Patrice, for
your commitment and all the best for your
next travels and adventures!

There is little evidence of Corona in the Mubaya Ecovillage:
Woman with mask

Please contact us if you are interested in volunteering in the Mubaya Ecovillage:
contact@mubayaecovillagezimbabwe.org / 079 298 62 22

Our Projects

A first women's project for the Mubaya
Ecovillage
For several months we have been in contact with women in the ecovillage and experts in women's empowerment and projects, to start our first women's project for
the Mubaya ecovillage.
Nothing is ready to be announced yet, but
by the next issue of the newsletter (December 2021), we will be able to present
our project to you in more detail.

A female farmer at work
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Our Projects

Grinding maize in our own mill
At the end of 2020, the Committee
laid the “foundation” for the mill project and it was not long before the first
foundation stone in Zimbabwe was
laid for the infrastructure of the mill
project building.
The plan is that the building will not
only be able to grind maize, but also
to husk it, thanks to a special machine. In this way, the residents of the
showcase farm can offer another service for the surrounding farms and villages, and thus supplement their own
income.

Shell of the building that will house the mill for Zimbabwe's most
important staple food: Maize

Currently, the residents are busy with the construction of the building. Due to the heavy rainfall
during the rainy season in April, there were delays in the project. However, the building should
be completed by the end of July. The next steps in the project are the purchase and installation
of the mill. After that, the mill's managers and staff will be trained and flyers will be distributed
in surrounding areas to promote the new
service. The Board sees a lot of potential
in this project and is following the progress with great anticipation.

Still mostly manual labour: husking maize
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Our projects

Collect and store water
Decades ago, various reservoirs enabled the
village of Mubaya to have enough water for
generations. Over time, some of these became so full of floating debris that they could
no longer be used. Due to the increasingly
frequent droughts, the dams, which were
made of earth at the time, were also gradually taken over by termites, who damaged
them.
As water is essential in the development of
the ecovillage and its surroundings, a dam
was renovated at the end of 2018. The rainwater of the 2018/ 2019 rainy season could
thus already be collected (the rainy season
usually lasts only about three months and
takes place sometime between November
and March). At the beginning of 2021, the inhabitants of four neighbouring villages
Started building a new rainwater retention
basin with a weir dam, under the prudent
leadership of Joseph Mubaya and the engineer Bilton Simango in the village, in order to
have enough water for people and livestock
all year round.
The next step is a borehole with a solar-powered pump, which will benefit the part of the
village where no reservoirs are possible due
to topographical reasons. Currently, the construction plan is being drafted by geologist
Thomas Schopper, a volunteer project supervisor appointed by the association.

Step by step and with combined forces, a weir dam is being
built (photos taken in April and May 2021)
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Miscellaneous

General Assembly 2021
Unfortunately, this year's General Assembly on 29 May 2021 could not take place as usual.
Therefore, we informed our members by e-mail. We thank all members from the bottom of our
hearts for their loyalty! As soon as the situation allows, we will plan a members' event.

September 18th: Portissimo Fair in Port
We will be at the Portissimo Fair in Port (BE) on 18 September 2021 from 08:00 with a fleamarket booth. All proceeds will go to the Mubaya Ecovillage. We are looking forward to your
visit!
We are always looking for volunteers for our flea market activities. Are you interested? Please
contact Christine Zimmermann (079 430 95 53 / zimch@bluewin.ch). Many thanks in advance!
Would you like to meet our President, Muriel Beck Kadima, in person? Then the best would be
to come by in the afternoon to the flea market. She will be happy to give you information about
our current and upcoming projects, as well as about various opportunities for getting involved
with us.

Next issue
In the next issue you will read more about our planned women's project and how the mill and
water projects are progressing.
Have a great summer!
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